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Basler: Off To Pennsylvania

)ff to Pennsylvania
tETURN TO BETHLEHEM
After New York, my wife and I traveled on to Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. We had long been invited to visit John and Nelda Fisher
there, old university friends of ours, and it was now that we finally complied.
'It looks greener and cleaner', was our first response to the town that
had become our second home and our daughter Susan's birthplace. The
fortunate change in the town's appearance seemed due to the 'Bethlehem
Steel Company', which had shrunk to a mere tenth of its original jobs.
Lehigh University, on the other hand, had grown in size-in particular its
research department for civil engineering, where I had worked during our
stay. The south side of the campus now lodged the Center for Advanced
Technology for Large Structural Systems 16 - built under the supervision
of Dr. John Fisher, our host. It represents one of the six Centers of
Excellence established during the Reagan era, and the only one in the
United States conceived exclusively for the construction industry. At the
time of our visit, double-hulled vessels were being developed and tested
there-a novel approach designed to reduce pollution in case of leaking
oil tanks.

RESEARCH AT LANCASTER
]enealogical Potsherds
One piece of information that Dr. Pfister had given me was still
mtouched. It concerned a short note from 1744, which our son too had
mce come across at the world Center for Ancestral Search, Salt Lake
city, Utah. It ran: ""A daughter of Conrad Basler and Ann Maria, bap.
Dec.23." I had never attributed much importance to it since, as can be seen
from the records in figure 2, the name of Conrad Basler's wife was Anna
rather than Anna Maria. However, a phone call to Professor Don Yoder
encouraged me to pursue this track some further. 17 He informed me where
16

Lehigh University. Center for Advanced Technology for Large Structural
Systems, 117 ATLSS Drive, H Building, Bethlehem. Pa. 18015.
17
Prof. Don Yoder, Box 304 , Devon, Pa . 19333 . He taught at the University
>f Pennsylvania, Department of Folklore and Folklife.
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1744.
John Philip Oster, s.William; born Feb. 5.
John Georg Graff, s. John Georg and Cath.; b. June 12, bap. July 4.
John Ermel, s. John; bap. Dec. 1.
A daughter of Conrad Basler and Ann Maria; bap. Dec. 25.
Jacob Henning, s. Jacob and Eliz.; bap. Dec. 26
Sophia Schertz, d. [s.?] John Nich. and Ann Eve; bap. Dec.30, diec
October 15, 1747.

Figure 9: A passage from the first volume of the "Pennsylvania
German Church Records of Births, Marriages, Burials, etc.," in:
The Pennsylvania German Society Proceedings and Addresses, 3
vols. (Baltimore 1983),135.
to find the original record containing the entry in question and where else
to conduct research. It was thus that on October 7, 1992 my wife and I
drove the three hours out to the Schaff Library at Lancaster. 18 There a
friendly librarian showed us an English translation of the said record (see
figure 9). But following Dr. Pfister's and Professor Schelbert's advice, I
insisted on seeing the original, for given all the mistakes accumulating
in the process of reading, translating, copying, and finally printing the
document, its content might easily have changed and hence lead one
astray. Warning me that I would be unable to decipher the original, our
librarian finally brought us the desired microfilm and a person to instruct
us in its use. What I then came to see triggered once more the joyful 'Isthis-possible !'in me that renders research so thrilling. Just imagine: 24f
years ago, and some 4500 miles away from their old home, the ministe
of that first Protestant church of Lancaster baptizing our Baslers' littl
daughter (see figure 10); and none of their relatives in Dorlikon eve
knowing of it- not until today!

INTERPRETING INACCURACIES
Yet, after this discovery new doubts befell me. What did that
Heinrich Basler have to do with Conrad Bassler? I had come across his
18
Philip Schaff Library, Lancaster Theological Seminary, 555 West James
Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 17603,Tel. (717) 393-0654.
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name once before at New York's Public Library on a list of immigrants,
dating 1732.

Bassler-Basler?
Moreover, what about the differences in spelling 'Bassler' and
'Basler'? From reading other old documents I knew about the intricacies
of distinguishing double-'s' and 'sz' in Gothic script. This led me to
assume that the pastor must have grappled with similar spelling problems
as our grandparents-an assumption which was confirmed by his spelling
of 'Bassler's' wife as 'Baslerin'. Only later did I realize that 'Basler',
if pronounced by an English speaker unfamiliar with this name, would
result in 'Baisler' -unless spelled as 'Bassler'. Or, put differently,
with the illiterate Basler saying his name, any English-speaking official
would most likely take down 'Bassler'. (It may little surprise, then, that
in this respect Germans hardly differed from their English-speaking
counterparts. I once came across the word 'Bentzelfania' -a German
version of 'Pennsylvania'.) Given these circumstances, I now began to
wonder if the index on 'Baslers since the Civil War' was of any use at
all.
Overburdened Scribes, Inaccurate Translators
The case in question showed me, moreover, to what limited extent
sources could be relied upon. Caspar Lewis Schnorr, the minister
baptizing Basler 's daughter on December 23, had not recorded the event
until December 25 or 26. Might he have forgotten the little girl's name by
then?
Whoever translated these church records from Gothic script to
English print (unfortunately also omitting the god-parents' names) must
have noticed the temporal inaccuracy, since he adjusted the chronology
of events (see figure 5). But where did the name of Anna Eva Erhard,
a child baptized on Christmas 1744, come from? After all, the original
mentioned but "December 25. Christian Erhard = Susanne Mi.illerin. Ein
Magdlein getaufft. Gevatter Jacob Aombach ("December 25. Christian
Erhard= Susanne Mi.illerin. A girl baptized. Godfather Jacob Aombach")
(the equals-sign standing for 'married to'). The entry dating December 30
offered a solution: While copying the name of Johann Nicolay Schnell's
wife-Anna Eva-the translator must have slipped down a few lines, thus
accidentally taking it for the name of the baptized child. Battling with
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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such intricacies I came to conclude that, as a science, genealogy must be
even more demanding than archeology, for there at least potsherds do not
change in shape and can physically be felt.

ONE MORE TREASURE TROVE
Our visit to Schaff Library was followed by one to the archives of
Lancaster's Historical Society. 19 There we searched through old census
records and name lists, constantly keeping an eye on the names of
Weidmann and Epprecht.
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Figure 10: Photocopy of an entry to a church record made some 25
years ago. Today this record is held at the Schaff Library at Lancastt
(seep. 44 footnote 3).
19

Lancaster Hi storical Society, 230 N. President Ave. , Lancaster, PA 17603.
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Anna Maria 's Burial Records
' Here!' my wife suddenly exclaimed. In a book on Moravian
graveyards she had not only discovered a list of members buried there, but
also a reference to Anna Basler (see figure 11). We had come to know and
appreciate the Moravians while living at Bethlehem, for after all, it is to
them that the town owes its name. When, around Christmas 1742, Count
Zinzendorf of Saxony, their patron , came to visit his expatriate followers,
the congregation was so moved that they decided to commemorate the
occasion in the name of their settlement. Known in Europe as 'Herrnhuter'
or ' Brtidergemeinde', the Moravian congregation had originated in the
reform movements brought about by John Hus's death. In the Englishspeaking countries their members then named themselves after the Czech
Moravia, one of the main areas under Hus' influence.
MEMBERS OF THE WARWICK CONGREGATION
INTERRED ON THE FIRST, OR ST. JAMES' GRAVEYARD.
1744 to 174 7.
1. Michael Bymtiller's child.
2. Christian Weisskoph's child.
3. Gottlieb Veil's child. Two years old.
4. Anna Mary Henrich. Thirty-six: years old.
1748.
5. Vincent Stauber. March 4. Fifty-five.
6. Mary Catharine Schmidt. March 25. Forty·seven.
7. Frederick Hayer.
8. Conrad Bassler. June 16.
1749.
9. Philip Platten berger. April 11. Eight years old.
10. Verona Bender. Wife of John Bender. April 17. Forty-two years.
12. Michael Palmer. Sept. 20. Forty years.
13. John Philip Seip. Sept. 24. Eight months old.
14. Andrew Bort. Oct. s. Fifty years.
15. Henry Possard. Oct. 9. Thirty years.
16. Jacob Johnson. Son of Jacob Johnson, Sr. Ten years old.
Exercising himself in jumping, at the same time holding an
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open knife in his hand, he fell upon it, the blade piercing his
heart, and death ensuing one minute later. Funeral
service by Brother Ronner.
1750.
18. Elizabeth Palmer. Jan . 5. Thirty-eight.
20. Franciscus Seip. March 3. Eight years.
21. John George Kiesel. Infant son of Nicholas Kiesel.
22. Christian Huehter. Infant.
23. Carl Palmer. Infant.
1751.
24. Christina Johnson. Aug. 25. Infant daughter of Jacob and
Julian Johnson.
25. Jacob Palmer. Thirteen years old. Son of Michael Palmer.
Funeral service by Brother Nixdorff.
1752.
27. Beatus Heil.
28. Frederick Bort. Three years old.
1753.
29. John Weidman. Infant son of John Henry Weidman.
30. John Sherzer. Son of Stephen Sherzer. Two years.
31. John Michael Eib. Nov. 5. Thirty years. Three children:
Margaret Barbara, Michael and Jacob.
32. Elizabeth Bechtel. Widow. Aged seventy-seven years.
Funeral service by Brother Christian Henry Rauch.
33. Anna Mary Seip. Infant.
1754.
34. Andrew Koerber. Seven days old. Baptized by the mid-wife
35. Andrew Frey. Son of Christopher Frey. Two years. Funeral
service by Brother Bader.
1755.
36. Anna Maria Bassler. Widow. Fifty-two.
37. Anna Maria Kiesel. Wife of Frederick Kiesel. Thirty-four.
Funeral service by Brother Krogstrup.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/6
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38. Peter Heil. Infant son of Jacob Heil.
39. Michael Eib. Son of John Michael Eib . Five years.
1756.
40. Susanna Frey. Wife of Andrew Frey. Mother of Christopher
Frey. Sixty years. Funeral service by Brother Lembke.
41. Christian Ludwig Lembke. Son of the Rev. Franz Christian
Lembke. Born in Nazareth, July 20, 1755. Six months.
Funeral service by Brother Russmeyer.
42. Juliana Margaretha Johnson. Wife of Jacob Johnson. Fortytwo.
43. John Michael Blickensderfer. Infant son of Christian and
Catharina Blickensderfer.
44. Catharine Weidman. Wife of Henry Weidman. Twenty-two.
45. Andrew Frey. Sept. 16. Sixty-five.
1757.
46. Thomas Williams. March 4. Fifty years. Funeral service by
Brother Neisser.
4 7. Catharine Bender. Infant daughter of John Bender. One
year.
48. John William Boehler. Aged five years. Died of small-pox.
Carl Frederick Palmer. Ten months.
50. George Blickensderfer.} Twin sons of Christian and
Catharine
51. Daniel Blickensderfer. } Blickensderfer. Infants.
52. Infant son of Nicholas Jungblut.
53. John Michael Seip. One year.
54. Anna Ramsberg. Born in Norway, Jan . 26, 1706; died
in Lititz, Oct. 28. She was the General Superintendent
of the Single Sisters in the Pennsylvania Country
Congregations.
1758.
55. John Frederick Ricksecker. Son of Peter Ricksecker.
Eight months.
56. Barbara Plattenberger. Wife of John Plattenberger. Fortysix.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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57. Samuel Frey. Infant son of Christopher Frey.
58. Anna Rosina Plattenberger. Infant daughter of John
Platten berger.
59. Anna Rosina Kling. Infant daughter of Christian Kling.
60. John George Lecron. Died Aug J. Aged nine years.
Figure 11: Photocopy of pages 218-19 in A. R. Beck,
The Moravian Graveyards 1744-1905.

As we learnt from the burial records my wife had discovered, Anna
Maria Basler must have been buried in Warwick in 1755, aged fifty-two;
thus, when the Baslers emigrated in 1738, she had been thirty-five. This,
in tum, corresponded to the age which Reverend Ulrich had reported to
the Zurich authorities (see figure 2). Warwick, we were told by a librarian,
now no longer existed as such but belonged to Lititz, some eight miles
north of Lancaster. (If it was marked in the map of figure 5, Lititz would
be located in the "c" of Lancaster-Lancaster being west of Philadelphia.)
Fortunately, however, Moravians always took great care of their members,
their old graveyard was still in existence.
The Basler Widow
Kevin,20 as this librarian was called, also provided us with the
photocopy of a document referring to the appointment of a legal
representative for the widowed Anna Basler. According to the document,
issued on February 2, 1748, the person appointed was Jacob Huber. Anna,
obviously illiterate as her late husband, only signed with a shaky cross,
above which the copyist had noted 'The Marke of' and, on each side of
which, one part of her name.
But there was a flaw to all this-the name of the deceased was
'Conrad Bostler'. And yet, considering all the inaccuracies regarding
the christenings, this seemed perfectly possible: the few officials
from England must have been unfamiliar with the German language.
Indeed, the document itself provided evidence for errors of that kind,
for the witness registered as 'William Zigeler' had signed as 'Wilhelm
Ziegler'.

°Kevin Shue, 1361 Landisville Road, Manheim, PA 17545.

2
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Conrad Basler, Deceased 1748
Little later, another piece of the puzzle fell into place.As the Warwick
burial records revealed, Conrad Basler was interred in 1748 (see figure
11, entry no. 8; Why on earth had we not discovered him earlier?). This
burial was recorded as having taken place on June 16-four months after
the appointment of Anna Maria's administrator. And again, like in the
case of the Basler christening, given the rather rudimentary bureaucracy
during this initial period, this inaccuracy did not seem to be of any greater
importance.
As the sun was setting on this exciting day, my wife and I arrived at
the huge Moravian Cemetery of Lititz. Its oldest gravestones, however,
dated no further back than 1815.

MORE RESEARCH AT BETHLEHEM
As I now learnt, the Moravians had always kept what burial records
they could retrieve. As active missionaries they had spread throughout
the world; but it was here at Bethlehem, their spiritual center, that they
held these records, or photo-copies thereof. I thus decided to conclude my
research here. My inquiries at Bethlehem's Moravian Archives, however,
were of no avail-there were no records of any Baslers. As Dr. Lothar
Madeheim explained to me, the Archives held but copies of a part of the
Lititz records, and these were practically unreadable. He therefore advised
me to go back to Lititz itself, a suggestion I took to heart, deciding to
return there once more.
Working Under Time Pressure
To find out more about the opening hours at Lititz, I called the
Moravians there. To my surprise, I was told there were no opening hours
1t all; instead I would have to fill out a form and send it in, including
ten dollars. In addition, I learnt that the person capable of translating
documents would only be available on Saturdays; and even if we stayed
for another Saturday, which was not the case, it would not help, since
inquiries could take weeks to get processed. I thus had to content myself
with the secretary's promise to send me a form.
Meanwhile, we fulfilled our promises and visited our Bethlehem
friends-among whom also the Swigarts, who had once assisted me
in some research on the Amish. Over one of their doors I discovered
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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Figure 12: Photocopy of a document from 1748 referring to the
appointment of a legal representative for the widowed Anna Maria
Raster.
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an old German saying, rendered in peculiar Pennsylvania Dutch and
poignantly reflecting my present dilemma: "The Hurrier I Go, the
Behinder I Get".
Who Is Meant After All?
In yet another effort we went through the books at Lehigh University Library, among which the venerable volumes of the Pennsylvania
Archives. In order to relate possible new findings to those already made,
we compiled a list of the first 'Baslers' or ' Basslers' ever mentioned in
the country. 2 1 We named it the list of "Abrahams", since those listed
could all have been the progenitors of new-American-family lines.
A corresponding list drawn up for the Epprechts posed more problems,
in that, evidently, the English-speaking officials found it even harder to
spell their name-the ' ch'-sound in some Swiss dialects simply does
not exist in English.
On Sunday, my wife went to New York with Catherine, Konrad
Basler Junior, and our grandchildren; I had decided to remain in the
Lancaster area for another few days.
Lost in Thoughts in Pennsylvania's Woods
In Bethlehem, the day before, I had discovered two volumes at a
Moravian bookstore which drew my attention to the woods of William
Penn, - woods the Dorlikon emigrants had encountered some 250 years
ago. 22 How impenetrable might they have been? It is a well-known fact that
roads have always played a key role in the history of human settlement.
From prehistoric times to James Watt's steam-machine, they had an impact
21
These are the first Baslers (or Basslers) and Epprechts recorded in Pennsylvania (note the different spellings of Epprecht): First Baslers or Basslers: differen ,
spellings of Epprecht

1719
1732

John Henrich
1750
Ebracht Jacob
Henrich
1756
Epracht Jacob
Ulrich
1775
Ebright Jacob
1739
Conrad
1778
Eppright Jacob
1750
Godlop
1782
Eppreght Jacob
Jacob
Johannes
Peter
22
Jerome H . Wood , Jr., Conestoga Crossroads: Lancaster, Pennsylvania
1730-1790. Harri sburg 1979; Paul A. Wallace , Indian Paths of Pennsylvania . 3rd edition. Harrisburg 1987.
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on history; and, where empires like the Roman one built and controlled
roads, they actively shaped the course of history. With such thoughts in
mind, I concluded that the Epprechts, originally intending to migrate
from Philadelphia to Carolina, must have refrained from crossing the 700
miles overland. (Their idea of settling in Carolina seems to have been
inspired by the widely circulated report written by a certain Purry from
Neuchatel, Switzerland.) More unlikely yet, given their limited means,
was their embarking on another sea voyage. I therefore had to look for
them within Pennsylvania-more precisely, since they had not come as
missionaries or fur traders but as farmers, in Pennsylvania's southernmost
tip bordering on the Appalachians and, at that time, politically not yet
fully defined.
Settlers migrating from Philadelphia 250 years ago used the ancient
paths established by the Delaware Indians, a horseless people. Excellent
as these paths were-they led straight west, cut marshlands and steep hills,
and made it easy to ford streams-they were expanded to horse and wagon
tracks by the settlers, and eventually paved. Even twenty years before
the arrival of the Dorlikon emigrants, the fur trader Peter Bezaillon was
making extensive use of one of them; since it later came to be the main
westbound axis, it was named Old Peter's Road.
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